Chief Kontour™ Mounts for the Steelcase® FrameOne™ Benching System

Chief Kontour monitor mounts can be ordered with a special bracket engineered for the integrated rail in Steelcase Frameone desking systems. This bracket brings Chief’s single and dual monitor mounts to the workspace to save valuable desk space for flexible, ergonomic stations.

Choose between seven Kontour mounts to fit project needs. The bracket can also be ordered separately to retrofit existing Kontour mounts to the Frameone system.

**K1 Series**  For dynamic height adjustment using gas spring technology.

- **K1C120SXF1** SINGLE K1 MOUNT with BRACKET
- **K1C210SXF1** DUAL K1 MOUNT with BRACKET
- **K1C22HSXF1** ARRAY K1 MOUNT with BRACKET

**K2 Series**  For heavy-duty screen placement to create clean and functional work environments.

- **K2C120SXF1** SINGLE K2 MOUNT with BRACKET
- **K2C220SXF1** DUAL K2 MOUNT with BRACKET
- **K2C22HSXF1** ARRAY K2 MOUNT with BRACKET

**OFB21SS BRACKET** also sold separately
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